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Abstract
In extreme event attribution, which aims to answer whether and to what extent a particular extreme weather event
can be attributed to global warming, the probability of an event is generally estimated through large ensemble
simulations, using an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM). In islands, such as Japan, it has been considered
that surface air temperature (SAT) can be significantly affected by the surrounding sea surface temperature (SST), which
mostly is affected by atmospheric circulation at mid- and high-latitudes. Therefore, the absence of SST responses to
atmospheric variability in AGCMs impacts the estimation of the occurrence of extreme events, such as heat waves in
Japan. In this study, we examined the impact of air–sea coupling on the probability of occurrence of severe heat waves
that occurred in Japan in the summer of 2010 by analyzing the probability differences obtained from AGCM and coupled
general circulation model (CGCM) large-ensemble experiments. The observed ocean temperature, salinity, and sea ice
were assimilated in the 100-member CGCM experiments, as they were assigned as boundary conditions in the 100member AGCM experiments. The SAT around Japan in the northern summer is largely related to the Bonin high, whose
interannual variability is largely affected by the Silk Road and Pacific-Japan (PJ) pattern teleconnections in the real world.
The SAT anomaly over Japan was related to the pressure variability due to the Silk Road and PJ patterns in the CGCM
experiment. By contrast, the SAT over Japan simulated by AGCM was less sensitive to such pressure variability, and the
SAT ensemble spread became narrower in AGCM. The results suggest that the probability of occurrence of the 2010 heat
wave in Japan would tend to be underestimated by the AGCM ensemble compared to the CGCM ensemble, provided
that the ensemble averages of the SAT anomalies were equal between CGCM and AGCM experiments. This study raised
the issue of the absence of SST response to atmospheric variability in AGCMs, which can critically impact the estimation
of extreme event probability, particularly in mid-latitude islands, such as Japan.
Keywords: Atmosphere-ocean coupling, Heat waves, Probability density function, Atmospheric internal variability, Silk
Road wave train, Pacific-Japan pattern, Event attribution

1 Introduction
Extreme event attribution (EA) has been developed over
the past decade to address questions regarding the impact of global warming on specific extreme weather
events. Various types of approaches have been used to
conduct EA, including observational analyses, model
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analyses, and multi-method studies (Stott et al. 2016;
Easterling et al. 2016; Otto 2017). Shepherd (2016)
highlighted two aspects of attribution questions: how anthropogenic climate change has altered the probability
of occurrence of individual extreme events (risk-based
approach), and how the severity (magnitude or intensity)
of a particular event has changed due to climate change
(storyline approach). Generally, the risk-based approach
is based on two model experiments—for current conditions and a counterfactual world without anthropogenic
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emissions (with pre-industrial concentrations of CO2
and other greenhouse gases, including aerosols)—as
described by Allen (2003). By preparing large ensembles
to simulate the current climate and a counterfactual
climate without anthropogenic climate change, the presumption of the shape of the extremal distribution is not
required to compare the probability.
The selection of a numerical model depends on the
most relevant type of natural variability for the case analyzed. In many cases, an atmospheric general circulation
model (AGCM) has been used for EA studies because
the timescale of the most concerning extreme weather
events is usually within 1 month. Compared to this
timescale, dominant intrinsic oceanic or sea ice variability has a considerably longer timescale, represented by
interannual, decadal, and multi-decadal variability. Thus,
the state of the ocean or sea ice during an extreme event
can be considered the boundary condition for AGCM as
a background climate condition of the extreme event in
focus. However, in mid- and high-latitude oceans, atmospheric circulation is rather a driver of ocean circulation and considerably affects surface heat fluxes at
shorter time scales. The atmospheric model led to unrealistic heat flux at the air–sea interface (Yu and
Mechoso 1999) and the absence of important feedback
processes (Kitoh and Arakawa 1999). These issues raise
the question whether air–sea interaction critically affects
the estimation of event probability in the EA approach,
particularly for islands surrounded by ocean, such as
Japan. Fischer et al. (2018) showed that sea surface
temperature (SST)-forced models underestimate the
temperature variability, whereas Uhe et al. (2016) indicated
that the effect of air–sea interaction on extreme events is
considerably smaller. Therefore, whether air–sea coupling
critically affects an EA framework remains unclear. It also
appears to depend on the location of the focus.
In this study, we propose a new framework to estimate
the probability of extreme events, based on a conceptually more realistic approach, which considers both the
longer time-scale background situation and the shorter
air–sea coupling processes around mid-latitude small
islands. It should be noted that a true probabilistic distribution of an observed event remains unknown because
the observation is only a single realization among infinite
possibilities. Thus, a numerical simulation is needed to
deduce the distribution. Figure 1 shows a conceptual illustration explaining the composing elements of the
variance of a probability density function (PDF) for a
certain extreme index. When we use long-term coupled
model intercomparison project (CMIP) type historical
simulations (see Section 2) during some decades to draw
a PDF (Fig. 1a, assuming single model), its variance is
composed of an intrinsic natural variability of the ocean
and atmosphere and the climatological tendency in
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response to external forcings, such as greenhouse gases
and aerosols. When a large ensemble of CMIP-type historical simulations is available, we can draw a PDF using
only the data of a certain period (e.g., a certain month of
a certain year) when an extreme event occurred (Fig.
1b). In this case, the external forcings are fixed to a specific level, and the variance of the PDF is composed of
atmospheric and oceanic (sea ice) natural variabilities.
By contrast, when we use AGCM simulations with
fixed boundary conditions for the observed ocean and
sea ice focusing on the period of a certain extreme event
(Fig. 1d), the variance of its PDF is composed only of atmospheric intrinsic natural variability, which has been
the most used in many EA studies. In shorter time
scales, which can be perceived by humans, probabilistic
behaviors that can trigger extreme weather are induced
by atmospheric intrinsic variability, whereas the effect of
oceanic fast responses to the atmospheric stochastic
variability should also be considered as a component of
the probabilistic behaviors in the mid-latitude coastal regions. Given the fixed SST, the coastal air temperature
might have a narrower variance. Thus, the conventional
approach using AGCM might be inadequate to consider
those probabilistic behaviors of the ocean.
In this study, we tested the estimation of extreme
event probabilities using large-ensemble simulations of
ocean data assimilation with a coupled general circulation model (CGCM) that can consider both short-term
oceanic responses to atmospheric variability and prescribed long-term oceanic intrinsic variability (Fig. 1c).
By comparing event probability between large ensembles
of AGCM and the assimilated CGCM runs, we evaluated
the impact of air–sea coupling on the shape of a PDF,
particularly on its tail. The difference would be critical
to the estimation of a risk ratio in EA studies. In this
paper, we will not discuss the impact of air–sea coupling
on a risk ratio but focus on the shape of PDFs, thus only
using factual simulations.
As an example, we compared the probability of extreme events between large ensemble simulations of
AGCM and CGCM, focusing on the extreme warm
event that occurred in 2010 in Japanese islands, which
are surrounded by the ocean. The surface air
temperature (SAT) around Japan in the northern summer is largely related to the Bonin high. Two types of
teleconnection patterns—the Pacific-Japan pattern (Nitta
1987; Kosaka and Nakamura 2010) and the Silk Road
pattern (Enomoto et al. 2003; Enomoto, 2004)—largely
affect the interannual variability of the Bonin high (e.g.,
Wakabayashi and Kawamura 2004; Yasunaka and
Hanawa 2006). Thus, we focused on the representation
of the causal relationship between SAT variability
around Japan and the Silk Road and PJ teleconnections
in AGCM and CGCM simulations.
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the probability density functions for SAT and SST, compared between a CGCM historical experiment during some
decades, b CGCM historical experiment, c CGCM assimilation, and d AMIP-type experiments for a certain year

The data, methods, and experimental design are described in the following section. The impact of air–sea
coupling on the probability of the Japanese heat wave
event in 2010 is described in Section 3. The different contributions of the PJ and Silk Road teleconnections between
AGCM and CGCM simulations are discussed in Section
4, and the conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 Methods and experimental design
We used the sixth version of the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC6), described by
Tatebe et al. (2019) in more details. MIROC6 is composed of T85L81 atmosphere and 1L62 ocean. It is one
of the CMIP phase 6 (CMIP6; Eyring et al. 2016)
models.
To estimate the probabilities of extreme events, we
prepared two types of large ensemble simulations with
the atmospheric component of MIROC6 (MIROC6AGCM) and the coupled version of MIROC6 (MIROC6CGCM). Using MIROC6-AGCM, a 20-member ensemble of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
(AMIP)-type experiment was conducted from 1979 to

2014, which was driven by the observed SST, sea ice
concentration (COBE-SST2; Hirahara et al. 2014), and
historical anthropogenic and natural external forcing
agents. The probability of the Japanese heat wave was
subsequently evaluated by increasing the ensemble size
to 100 only for 2010, which corresponds to a factual
simulation of a traditional EA framework.
To reproduce seasonal and interannual variabilities in
the CGCM framework, we adopted 10-member full-field
assimilation experiments, in which observed ocean
temperature, salinity, and sea ice were assimilated for
1951–2014, which were conducted as an initialization
process for the CMIP6 Decadal Climate Prediction Project
(DCPP, Kataoka et al., 2020. under review). To increase the
number of ensemble members from 10 to 100, we reran
the full-field assimilation runs from February to December
2010 with 100 different combinations of atmosphere and
ocean restart files. This full-field assimilation experiment is
termed as CAssm.
For reference, CGCM runs without any data assimilation were also analyzed. A 50-member ensemble of the
CMIP6 historical experiment (hereafter denoted as
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CHist) was available from 1851 to 2014 as a noassimilation CGCM case.
The anthropogenic and natural external forcing agents
are common among AMIP, CHist, and CAssm experiments. SST and sea ice concentrations assimilated in
CAssm are the same as the boundary conditions in
AMIP runs.
For verification, we used COBE-SST2 (Hirahara et al.
2014), Global Precipitation Climatology (GPCP; Adler
et al. 2003), and a 55 year Japanese reanalysis dataset
(JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015).
We defined SST around Japan (SSTJP) as the area
average of SST in the longitude-latitude box (125–150°
E, 25–50° N). The SAT averaged over Japanese islands is
denoted as SATJP.
The Silk Road pattern index is defined as the second
mode of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of
detrended 200 hPa geopotential height in the box (30–
50° N, 30–130° E) for each 30 year ensemble simulation
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and JRA-55. The first mode of EOF corresponded to the
Arctic Oscillation-like mode (not shown). The PacificJapan pattern index is defined as the second mode of
EOF analysis of 850 hPa relative vorticity in the box (0–
60° N, 100–160° E). We assumed the multiple linear regression of SATJP anomaly (y) as the response variable
for each teleconnection pattern, as follows:
y ¼ β0 þ βPJ ∙xPJ þ βSR ∙xSR þ ε
where xPJ and xSR are the PJ and Silk Road pattern indices defined above, βPJ and βSR are multiple regression
coefficients for the PJ and Silk Road patterns, and β0 and
ε are the intercept and error terms, respectively.

3 Results
3.1 Thirty-year simulations

Figure 2a–c shows the time-series of SSTJP anomalies in
August from 1981 to 2010 for AMIP, CAssm, and CHist

Fig. 2 Time series of SST anomalies around the Japanese islands (SSTJP, left) and SAT anomalies over land of the Japanese islands (SATJP, right) for
August 1981 to 2010, obtained from a, d AMIP, b, e CAssm, and c, f CHist experiments. Black lines of SSTJP and SATJP anomalies mean those in
COBE-SST2 and JRA-55, respectively. Colored thin and thick lines show the anomalies of each ensemble member and the ensemble
average, respectively
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experiments, respectively. The black line in each panel
indicates the SSTJP anomaly in COBE-SST2 dataset,
whereas the colored thick lines represent ensemble averages, and the colored thin lines represent the 20-, 10-,
and 50-member ensembles for AMIP, CAssm, and CHist
experiments, respectively. With regards to the ensemble
mean response, as shown in Table 1, CAssm shows a
relatively high reproductivity of the observed interannual
SSTJP variability (R ~ 0.74) due to the ocean temperature
assimilation, compared to CHist (R ~ 0.30) without assimilation. Table 1 shows that the averages and standard
deviations of SSTJP in both CAssm and CHist are relatively lower than those in COBE-SST2, used as a boundary condition for JRA-55 and the AMIP experiment.
Figure 2d–f shows the time-series of SATJP anomalies
in August from 1981 to 2010 for AMIP, CAssm, and
CHist experiments, respectively. The black lines indicate
the SATJP anomaly in the JRA-55 reanalysis dataset
(Kobayashi et al. 2015). The number of ensemble members in AMIP (20) was twice that of CAssm (10). Nevertheless, SATJP in the AMIP ensemble shows a relatively
smaller variance compared to that in the CAssm ensemble, indicating a relatively small noise in AMIP ensemble.
The ensemble mean response of SATJP in AMIP
showed similar interannual variability as that found in
the JRA-55 dataset, as shown in Fig. 2d, whereas CAssm
showed a relatively weak coherency with JRA-55, as
shown in Fig. 2e. Table 2 shows that the correlation coefficients of SATJP with JRA-55 are approximately 0.65
and 0.27 for AMIP and CAssm, respectively. Based on
the comparison of the correlation coefficients, AMIP
seems to be more reproducible. However, to deduce the
PDF of extreme events, it can be said that AMIP overestimates a signal-to-noise ratio (underestimates the noise)
because of the absence of the intraseasonal responses of
the ocean to the atmospheric internal variability, which
can affect the probability of SATJP extremes. Because of
the absence of the oceanic intraseasonal responses to the
atmosphere, SATJP in AMIP appeared to be strongly restricted around the observed SST field. Hence, we deduced the range of noise created by the intraseasonal
internal variabilities of both atmosphere and ocean to estimate the probability of extreme events from largeensemble simulations. It is considered that the absence
of noises induced by the ocean could lead to overestimation of a signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in a larger
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correlation in AMIP. Thus, we assume that CAssm with
relatively larger noise and smaller correlation would capture a more realistic probabilistic distribution. By contrast, the interannual variability simulated by CHist is
significantly different from that in JRA-55 (R ~ 0.10) because of the model-own internal variability, which is free
from the long-term observed variation in the ocean and
sea ice.
Figure 3a–i shows the SAT, sea level pressure (slp),
and 200 hPa geopotential height (z200) anomalies for
August 2010 (reference period of climatology: 1981–
2010) in JRA-55, AMIP, and CAssm, respectively. Both
observed and simulated SAT showed a positive anomaly
around Japan in August 2010. On this date, the Japanese
islands were covered by positive pressure anomalies at
lower (slp) and upper (z200) levels (Fig. 3d–i). In the ensemble mean field (Fig. 3e, f, h, i), the simulated slp
anomalies near Japan are off to the south and the wave
trains along the subtropical jet are unclear. This is because noise components are compensated, whereas the
observed field includes atmospheric noises. When we
focus on the one specific member whose PJ and Silk
Road indices are similar to those of the observation, the
circulation patterns are comparable with JRA-55 (not
shown).
Figure 3j shows that GPCP had a relatively low precipitation anomaly around Japan in August 2010. In Fig. 3k
and l, low precipitation anomalies over the Japanese
islands are also shown in AMIP and CAssm, respectively,
but they are unclear. Both AMIP and CAssm represent
the dry region on the east side of the Philippines, associated with the cold SST region (not shown) in Fig. 3k and
l. The contrast between dry and wet regions of the maritime continent is more enhanced in AMIP than in CAssm
and JRA-55. The correlation coefficient between SST and
precipitation in August 1981–2010 is mostly positive over
the western North Pacific in AMIP, and negative in
CAssm and observation (not shown), as indicated by
Wang et al. (2005). These differences between AMIP and
CAssm indicate that CAssm could reproduce the water
and energy cycles more reasonably than AMIP in the
Asian-Pacific summer monsoon region.
The climatological error of the simulated SATJP in
August 1981–2010 against the SATJP in JRA-55 was +
0.13 K for AMIP and CAssm, and − 0.28 K for CHist, as
shown in Table 2. The standard deviation of SATJP for

Table 1 Averages and standard deviations of SSTJP for August 1981 to 2010 and correlation coefficients of SSTJP with COBE-SST2 for
August over the 30 years. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of samples for the 30 years
COBE-SST2 (30)

CAssm (300)

CHist (1500)

Average [K]

298.46

298.14

297.47

Standard deviation [K]

0.452

0.420

0.400

Correlation coefficient with COBE-SST2

1.000

0.741

0.299
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Table 2 Averages and standard deviations of SATJP for August 1981–2010 and correlation coefficients of SATJP with JRA-55 for
August over the 30 years. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of samples for the 30 years
JRA-55 (30)

AMIP (600)

CAssm (300)

CHist (1500)

Average [K]

297.29

297.42

297.42

297.01

Standard deviation [K]

0.919

0.635

0.633

0.639

Correlation coefficient with JRA-55

1.000

0.649

0.271

0.105

August 1981–2010 was approximately 0.92 K in JRA-55
and 0.63 K in AMIP, CAssm, and CHist. Therefore,
MIROC6 tended to underestimate the temperature variability than the reanalysis around Japan in August, regardless of the atmosphere–ocean coupling. When
comparing the simulation results with the observation or
reanalysis, the anomaly from the climatological average

was used to avoid climatological errors in this study.
The bias of the interannual variance was not corrected.
Next, we investigated the relationship of the interannual variability of SATJP in August with the Silk Road
and PJ patterns in the AGCM and CGCM simulations.
Regression patterns for August 200 hPa geopotential
height onto August SATJP, obtained from the 350 year

Fig 3 Anomaly maps of the a–c SAT, d–f sea level pressure, g–i 200-hPa geopotential height, and j–l precipitation for August 2010 obtained
from JRA-55 and GPCP (left column), MIROC6 AMIP (center column), and CAssm (right column) experiments, respectively
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samples (10-member ensemble for 35 years for 1980–
2014), showed wave trains over Eurasia forming a positive anomaly over Japan, with a 98% significance level
for both AMIP and CAssm, as shown in Fig. 4a and b. It
is known that the Tibetan high extends eastward and
brings heat waves over Japan, associated with the Silk
Road teleconnection (Imada et al. 2019). The difference
between Fig. 4a and b shows that the Silk Road pattern
is emphasized in CAssm compared to AMIP (Fig. 4c).
By contrast, regression patterns for August 850 hPa
relative vorticity (vor850) onto August SATJP obtained
from the 350 year samples showed a negative (anticyclonic) anomaly over Japan and positive (cyclonic) anomalies to the north and south of Japan with a 98%
significance level for both AMIP and CAssm, as shown in
Fig. 4d and e. This is consistent with the PJ pattern, which
is often observed during Japanese high-temperature events
(Imada et al. 2019).
Figure 5 shows the multiple linear regression of the
detrended SATJP (SAT*JP) anomaly in August for the
350 year ensemble simulations of AMIP and CAssm.
The horizontal and vertical axes indicate the PJ and Silk
Road indices, respectively. The positive (negative) values
of horizontal and vertical axes of Fig. 5 mean that the
anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomalies cover the Japanese
islands, associated with the PJ and Silk Road patterns,
respectively. The PJ and Silk Road pattern indices in Fig.
5 are normalized by each standard deviation. The 350
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scattered circles show the SAT*JP anomaly colored with
a temperature level for each experiment. The background tiles show the average of SAT*JP anomalies
within them. Figure 5a shows that SAT*JP is less correlated to the PJ and Silk Road pattern teleconnections in
the 350 year ensemble simulations of AMIP. By contrast,
hot (cold) SAT*JP cases are located at the upper-right
(lower-left) side of the diagram in CAssm (Fig. 5b).
Thus, the anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomaly over the Japanese islands, associated with the positive (negative)
values of the PJ and Silk Road pattern indices, makes the
detrended SATJP hotter (colder) in August for 1980 to
2014 in CAssm, as we expect in the real world. The
multiple regression coefficients βPJ and βSR are listed in
Fig. 5 with the 95% confidence intervals as the numbers
within parentheses. Although βPJ is not significant in
AMIP, it is significantly positive in CAssm for August
1980–2014. The detrended SAT over the Japanese
islands is more sensitive to the PJ pattern in CAssm than
in AMIP. Nonetheless, βSR is significant but small (~
0.09) in AMIP and CAssm. The contribution of the Silk
Road pattern to SAT*JP is similar regardless of the air–
sea coupling.
We also calculated the multiple linear regression of
SAT*JP anomaly against both the teleconnection indices
in August 1980–2014 using JRA-55. The multiple regression coefficients βPJ and βSR are not significant in
JRA-55 dataset. As the number of samples is quite

Fig. 4 Regression maps of 200 hPa geopotential height (z200; upper panels) and 850 hPa relative vorticity (vor850; lower panels) onto SATJP
obtained from the 350 year (10 members from 1980 to 2014) ensemble simulations using a, d AMIP and b, e CAssm experiments. Differences
between CAssm and AMIP experiments are shown for the regressions of c z200 and f vor850, respectively. The red boxes show the target areas
of EOF analysis for a Silk Road and d PJ pattern indices, respectively
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Fig. 5 Multiple linear regression of the detrended SATJP anomalies against PJ and Silk Road pattern indices obtained from 350 year (10 members
for 1980 to 2014) ensemble simulations using a AMIP and b CAssm experiments. Each circle shows the detrended SATJP anomaly for each year,
and the background tiles show the average of the detrended SATJP anomalies within them. The gray tiles mean there are no circles within them.
βPJ and βSR are the regression coefficients of PJ and Silk Road pattern indices with 95% confidence intervals as the numbers within
parentheses, respectively

smaller in the reanalysis than in large ensemble simulations, the relationship between SAT*JP and the PJ and
Silk Road teleconnection patterns is not clear in JRA-55
(figures not shown). The PJ and Silk Road pattern indices are approximately − 0.59 and 1.07 in August 2010 in
JRA-55, respectively. Thus, the positive contribution of
the Silk Road teleconnection to SATJP is partly canceled
by the negative effect of the PJ pattern in August 2010
in the reanalysis dataset.
3.2 Large ensemble simulations for August 2010

Figure 6a and b shows the PDFs of SATJP and SSTJP
anomalies in August 2010 for each experiment, respectively, estimated by the kernel method (Silverman 1986;
Kimoto and Ghil 1993).
Table 3 shows the comparison of SSTJP for August
2010 between COBE-SST2 and the 100-member CAssm
experiments. The 100-member ensemble average of
SSTJP in CAssm was approximately 0.76 K smaller than
the SSTJP in COBE-SST2 for August 2010. In CAssm,
we can estimate the possible SST variance induced by
the atmospheric intrinsic variability using the 100member ensemble, whereas it is not possible with a single realization of the observation. The standard deviation
of SSTJP in August 2010 is approximately 0.22 in
CAssm. Figure 6b shows the PDFs of SSTJP in August
2010 for COBE-SST2, AMIP, and CAssm. The black
and blue dashed lines are fixed at approximately 0.86 K
because COBE-SST2 is used as a fixed boundary

condition for 100-member AMIP simulations. The exceedance probability of SSTJP in August 2010 was approximately 9.1% in CAssm.
Table 4 shows that the 100-member ensemble averages of SATJP in AMIP and CAssm were approximately
0.79 and 1.26 K smaller than those in JRA-55 for August
2010, respectively. One reason for this is the systematic
biases of SATJP in MIROC6, as shown in Table 2. The
other reason is the difference between the observation
(including the stochastic noise) and ensemble mean
values (without the stochastic noise). The ensemble
average of SATJP in AMIP is higher than that in CAssm
in August 2010 because the AMIP simulations are
strongly constrained by the observed SST. Table 4 also
shows that the standard deviation of SATJP among the
100-member ensemble was larger in CAssm (approximately 0.49 K) than in AMIP (approximately 0.37 K).
Figure 6a shows the PDFs of SATJP anomalies in
August 2010 for JRA-55, AMIP, and CAssm. The black
line at 1.94 K indicates the SATJP anomaly in JRA-55.
The exceedance probabilities over the threshold of 1.94
K were estimated for each experiment (Fig. 6a and Table
4). The exceedance probability was approximately 1.1%
and 0.18% in AMIP and CAssm, respectively. The difference in the shape of the PDFs between AMIP (narrow
and tall) and CAssm (wide and short) was similar to that
expected from Fig. 1. Figure 6a also shows a large difference in the PDF peaks between AMIP and CAssm.
These differences imply that the AGCM framework used
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Fig. 6 Probability density functions of a SATJP and b SSTJP anomalies for August 2010 obtained from CAssm (red), AAssm (green), and AMIP
(blue) experiments, estimated by the kernel method (Silverman 1986; Kimoto and Ghil 1993). Vertical lines at approximately a 1.94 K and b 0.86 K
show the SATJP and SSTJP anomalies obtained from JRA-55 and COBE-SST2, respectively

in the conventional EA approach might underestimate
the variance of PDF and be strongly constrained by the
observed value, resulting in overestimation of the probability of occurrence of an extreme event compared to
the CAssm framework, because of the absence of the internal variability associated with the air–sea coupling.

4 Discussion
We could not detect a pure effect of atmosphere–
ocean interaction by comparing AMIP and CAssm
because the SST boundary condition of AMIP is a
Table 3 Averages and standard deviations of SSTJP for August
2010, and exceedance probabilities over ΔSSTJP in COBE-SST2
for August 2010 in CAssm. Numbers in parentheses represent
the number of samples for August 2010
COBE-SST2 (1)

CAssm (100)

Average [K]

299.32

298.56

Standard deviation [K]

–

0.223

Exceedance probability [%]

–

9.06

single realization among the possible perturbed SST
patterns used in CAssm. The differences in the PDFs
between AMIP and CAssm could be strongly affected
by different SST patterns (one-way direct impact from
SST). To examine the effect of pure air–sea coupling
(two-way interaction), we conducted additional 100member ensemble experiments using AGCM, obtaining the daily boundary conditions of SST and sea ice
concentration from the 100-member outputs of
CAssm. The additional 100-member experiment is denoted as AAssm in this study.
We compared the PDFs of SATJP between CAssm and
AAssm in Fig. 6. The anomalies in AAssm were defined
by the deviation from their climatological averages in
CAssm. In Fig. 6a, the shape of the SATJP PDF curve for
CAssm is wider and shorter than that of AAssm. Figure
6a and Table 4 show that the exceedance probability was
slightly smaller in AAssm as a result of smaller variance
due to the absence of air–sea interaction. Furthermore,
the PDF of CAssm showed negative skewness compared
to that of AAssm.
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Table 4 Averages and standard deviations of SATJP for August 2010, and exceedance probabilities over ΔSATJP in JRA-55 for August
2010 in AMIP, AAssm, and CAssm experiments. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of samples for August 2010
JRA-55 (1)

AMIP (100)

AAssm (100)

CAssm (100)

Average [K]

299.23

298.45

298.06

297.97

Standard deviation [K]

–

0.369

0.390

0.488

Exceedance probability [%]

–

1.09

0.147

0.183

This can be understood from the relation with the PJ
and Silk Road pattern indices. Figure 7 shows the multiple
linear regression of the SATJP anomalies from the 100member ensemble averages (δSATJP) against the PJ and
Silk Road pattern indices for August 2010 of AMIP,
AAssm, and CAssm, as shown in Fig. 5. The PJ and Silk
Road pattern indices for both AAssm and CAssm in Fig. 7
are commonly normalized by the standard deviation for
the 350 year ensemble simulations of CAssm, while those
for AMIP in Fig. 7a is normalized by the standard deviation for the 350 year ensemble simulations of AMIP.
Figure 7a and b shows that the SATJP anomaly fluctuates in AMIP and AAssm regardless of the pressure variability over Japan due to PJ and Silk Road pattern
variabilities in August 2010, which are consistent with
Fig. 5a. Both regression coefficients βPJ and βSR are not
significant to the 100-member AAssm experiment in
August 2010, as shown in Fig. 7b. By contrast, Fig. 7c
shows that SATJP becomes higher (lower) under the
anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomaly over the Japanese islands
associated with the positive (negative) teleconnection indices in August 2010, which is consistent with Fig. 5b.
Both regression coefficients βPJ and βSR are positive with
95% significance level in August 2010 in CAssm, as
shown in Fig. 7c. SATJP variability associated with the PJ
and Silk Road teleconnection patterns is reasonably
reproduced in CGCM simulations.

The SATJP variance among the 100-member ensemble
was larger in CAssm than in AAssm for August 2010.
The standard deviations are approximately 0.39 and 0.49
for AAssm and CAssm, respectively, as shown in Table
4. Figure 6a shows that the enhanced variance of SATJP
in CAssm is mainly due to the lower SATJP cases, which
are located at the lower-left side in Fig. 7c. Therefore,
the SAT variance over Japan could be increased in association with the increase of negative skewness induced
by atmospheric teleconnection patterns and atmosphere–ocean coupling. Because anticyclonic anomalies
change the surface temperature through the adiabatic
heating and less cloudiness, the nonlinear variation of
cloud covers is one of the reasons of the negative
skewness.

5 Conclusions
This study investigated the impact of air–sea interaction
on the probability of occurrence of extreme events in
mid-latitude small islands surrounded by the ocean. We
compared the event probability, estimated by AGCM
and CGCM large-ensemble experiments, of the heat
waves that occurred in Japan in August 2010. The observed ocean temperature, salinity, and sea ice were assimilated into 100-member CGCM experiments. We
compared the CGCM assimilation ensemble (CAssm)
for August 2010 with two types of 100-member AGCM

Fig. 7 Multiple linear regression of SATJP anomalies against PJ and Silk Road pattern indices for August 2010 from a AMIP, b AAssm, and c CAssm
experiments. βPJ and βSR are the regression coefficients of PJ and Silk Road pattern indices with 95% confidence intervals as the numbers within
parentheses, respectively
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experiments: the AGCM ensemble with the boundary
conditions from the CGCM assimilation experiment
(AAssm), and the AMIP-type ensemble with the single
boundary condition from the observation (AMIP). The
AMIP-type ensemble has generally been used in the
study of event attribution.
We can interpret the difference of SAT anomaly
around Japan between AMIP and CAssm experiments,
illustrated in Fig. 1c and d, by decomposing the difference into two parts: one between AMIP and AAssm,
and the other between AAssm and CAssm experiments.
One difference between AMIP and AAssm is the ensemble average shift of the SAT anomalies due to the
SST distribution difference between the observation and
assimilated fields. The ensemble-averaged intensity of
the Japanese heat wave in 2010 in AAssm becomes
smaller than that in AMIP, as shown in Fig. 6a. The
other difference between AMIP and AAssm is the ensemble variance of the SAT due to the different variance
of the SST field. The SAT ensemble spread under the
100-kind boundary conditions in AAssm becomes larger
than that under the single boundary condition in AMIP.
These are the main sources of the difference in the SAT
PDFs between the two types of AGCM experiments in
Fig. 6, and both differences depend on the assimilation
intensity in the CGCM.
The difference between AAssm and CAssm is induced
by the pure effect of the air–sea coupling. The assimilated CGCM experiment can reproduce the SAT variability due to the pressure variability related with the
Silk Road and PJ pattern teleconnections, as expected in
the real world. Such a mechanism could expand the ensemble spread of the SAT over Japan under the air–sea
coupled condition. However, the absence of air–sea
coupling in AAssm could distort the response mechanism of the SAT over Japan to such atmospheric internal
variability. Even if the SST fields are common between
AGCM and CGCM ensembles, the ensemble spread of
the SAT over Japan in August 2010 is reduced in the
AGCM experiment. Note that we did not investigate
whether the air–sea coupling modified the PJ and Silk
Road pattern teleconnections themselves in this study.
The results showed that the ensemble spread of the
SAT over Japan in the CGCM experiment was larger
than those in the two types of AGCM experiments for
August 2010. If the ensemble average of the SAT anomaly is equal in CGCM and AGCM ensembles, the probability of occurrence of the heat wave over Japan in
August 2010 could be estimated to be smaller by
AMIP ensemble, compared to CAssm. However, as
the ensemble average of the SAT anomaly was large
in AMIP, the probability of occurrence of the heat
wave was estimated to be smaller in CAssm ensemble, compared to AMIP.
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Further analysis suggested that the SAT anomaly over
Japan was well related to the pressure variability due to
the Silk Road and PJ pattern indices in the CGCM assimilation experiment, as reported for the real world. By
contrast, the simulated SAT over Japan by AGCM was
less sensitive to these atmospheric internal variabilities,
and the ensemble spread became narrower in the
AGCM experiment.
In many extreme EA studies, the probability of an
event has been estimated using large ensemble simulations performed by AGCMs. This study raised the issue
of the absence of SST response to atmospheric variability in AGCMs, which can critically impact the estimation
of extreme event probability, particularly in mid-latitude
islands, such as Japan. The new framework using the
CGCM assimilation system proposed in this study conceptually provides a more realistic probability distribution. Our next step is to produce a counterfactual
ensemble without anthropogenic climate change by applying the CGCM assimilation system and verify the impact of air–sea coupling on the estimated probability
ratio from the two ensembles.
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